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Brave Warriors ready to scalp Sihlangu

By Kayele M. Kambombo

WINDHOEK - Namibia's national football team, cognomen the Brave Warriors will engage Sihlangu of Swaziland in the FIFA sanctioned international friendly here tomorrow.

The match is penciled for 16h00 at the Sam Nujoma Stadium. In a bid to defend his home record, Brave Warriors' coach Tom Saintfiet has reinforced his troops with the acquisition of midfielder-cum-strikers, Collin Benjamin and Raudzinda Tjikuo who ply their football trades for Hamburg SV in Germany and Trubhompun, Turkey respectively.

Both Benjamin and Tjikuo were not part of the team that anihilated the Democratic Republic of Congo by 4-0 in Windhoek in June this year.

The gifted midfielder who used to thrill crowds with his great and deft skills both at team and national level, quarterbacked the team to a 3-0 victory over Lesotho in the match that was celebrated at Endola and Smiley's wedding ceremonies respectively.

Oshiwambo culture and protocol.

The Hitman’s third accomplishment was to tie the knot with Smiley (Photos by Kayele M. Kambombo).

The main sponsor for the MTC Premiership was represented by Albertus Aochamub, General Manager: Corporate Affairs of MTC. Johnny Johnson Dooseh, NPL Chairman and Mabos Vries NPL Management Committee

The main sponsor for the MTC Premiership was represented by Albertus Aochamub, General Manager: Corporate Affairs of MTC.
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NPL vision

By Kayele M. Kambombo

WINDHOEK - In partnership with MTC, NPL under the capable leadership of Johnny Johnson Dooseh, (Chairman of NPL) has launched the MTC Premiership for the 2009/10 season with an opening on Wednesday.

"The MTC Premiership will officially kick off on September 12," Said Dooseh.

"We have to honour our commitment to MTC by demonstrating the improvement their resources have brought about thus far."

JJD said that to enhance the effective management of the clubs, we are proud to announce that the clubs will receive N$120 000.00; 8th place N$60 000.00; 7th place N$40 000.00; 6th place N$30 000.00; 5th place N$20 000.00; 4th place N$100 000; 3rd place N$200 000, 4th place N$100 000; 12th place N$7 000.

"We have prioritised the marketing and promotion of the NPL with underlying discussions as well as our SMS line 067, the charity cup exploitation, Media presence, Logistics support.

"Our commitment to the development of football is evident and we can clearly testify to the progress we have made to date since the advent of the last season" said Albertus Aochamub, General Manager: Corporate Affairs of MTC.

"Ensure to players and spectators safety, minimum standards for match venues have been introduced leading to the disqualification of Khomasland Stadium, Kuanobund Stadium, Osakabtu Independence Stadium and Rundu Sport Complex."

"Safety is of paramount importance thus it cannot be compromised", emphasized Doeseb.

"We are supporting as partners. That success will be an introduction of a league Cup with the Northern region" said Aochamub.

"As the sole sponsors of the league, we can clearly testify to the progress we have made to date since the advent of the last season" said Albertus Aochamub, General Manager: Corporate Affairs of MTC.

The main sponsor for the MTC Premiership was represented by Albertus Aochamub, General Manager: Corporate Affairs of MTC.
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